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Abstract
Walking aids such as rollators help a lot of individuals to maintain mobility and independence. While these devices clearly improve balance and mobility they also lead to increased risk of falling accidents. With an increasing proportion of elderly in the population, there is a clear need for improving these devices. This paper describes ongoing work on the development of ROAR - an intelligent rollator that can help users with limited vision, cognition or motoric abilities. Automatic detection and avoidance of obstacles such as furniture and doorposts simplify usage in cluttered indoor environments. For outdoors usage, the design includes a function to avoid curbs and other holes that may otherwise cause serious accidents. Ongoing work includes a novel approach to compensate for sideway drift that occur both indoors and outdoors for users with certain types of cognitive or motoric disabilities. Also the control mechanism differs from other similar designs. Steering is achieved by activating electrical brakes instead of turning the front wheels. Furthermore, cheap infrared sensors are used instead of a laser scanner for detection of objects. Altogether, the design is believed to lead to increased acceptability, lower price and safer operation.
1. Introduction

Assistive technology for the mobility impaired includes canes, wheelchairs and walkers, and has been around for thousands of years. An incised Chinese stone sculpture from about 525 C.E. illustrates an image of a wheeled chair made to carry people (Kamenetz 1969). Walkers are a much more recent invention, at least in their present form. US patents for both non-wheeled (Robb 1953) and wheeled versions (Sundberg 1957) were awarded in the 1950's. Today, the walker is a very common mobility device and is used by approximately 0.7 percent of the population (statistics for US in the mid 1990’s) (Kaye et al. 2000). Corresponding statistics for Sweden show almost 4 percent (Brandt et al. 2003).

A user of a walker often requires assistance to safely use the device, in particular, to move outdoors and through cluttered areas. While walkers clearly improve balance and mobility, a large proportion of users have difficulties using their devices, leading to increased risk of falling (Bateni and Maki 2005). More than 47,000 accidents related to falls associated with walkers and canes occur each year in the US (Henry 2009).

Apart from direct costs related to the accidents, increased and safer usage of walkers may delay transition of the elderly people to nursing homes. An average delay by one month is estimated to save almost $2.2 billion in US alone (1995) (Guralnik et al. 2001). Hence, technical improvements of walkers can lead to considerable cost savings for the society, in addition to greater convenience and safety for the users. Possible improvements include support for collision avoidance, automatic braking, navigational support, and additional functionality like automatic parking. In a Swedish user survey (Bremert and Hake 2011), navigating walkers in small passages and doorways were regarded as particularly problematic.

In this paper we describe ongoing development of an automated walking aid RObotically Augmented Rollator (ROAR). While walkers strictly do not have wheels, and rollators do, the two words are often used interchangeably. We refer to ROAR as a rollator, while other walking aids most often are referred to as walkers. ROAR’s functionality for indoor use includes detection and avoidance of corners, doorposts, furniture and other obstacles. For outdoor use, the rollator has additional functionality to detect and avoid holes and curbs (a hole or curb is viewed as a negative obstacle). The design also includes a novel approach to detect and prevent sideway drift that may occur both indoors and outdoors. The technical solutions were described in a Swedish patent application from 2010, and patent was later granted (Hellström 2012). The target group of users includes people with limited vision, cognition or motoric abilities. Limited vision clearly increases the risk for collisions and accidents. Limited cognitive abilities, for instance due to dementia or brain damages, may lead to the same kind of problems if obstacles or curbs are not properly perceived by the user. Motoric problems, for example caused by strokes or muscular diseases, add additional problems of drifting to one side when attempting to drive straight.

In 2011 (Hellström 2011), we report on a number of interviews with Scandinavian manufacturers and distributors of walking aids. A major conclusion is that too high cost is a major obstacle for introduction of automated walking aids on the market. Guido (also see Section 2), one of the few large scale marketing attempts had a tentative pricing of $6000 in 2004 (Davenport 2005, p.78), to be compared to the price of a regular manual walker, which can be less than $100. Our hardware design differs from Guido, and also from other earlier work, by using simpler and cheaper...
sensors and control equipment. A basic design principle has been to build on established commercial rollator hardware, and to maintain the original operation of the rollator, with no added controls or displays. Another principle has been to only add passive control of the direction of motion, such that the rollator only moves if the user pushes it in the normal fashion. Altogether, the design aims at increased acceptability, lower price and safe operation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of earlier work and how the presented work differs. Section 3 describes the proposed design of hardware, software and basic functionality. Section 4 gives a background to the design principles, compares the result with earlier work and reports on the progress of the project.

2. Earlier work

Researchers and developers have suggested several so-called smart walkers during the last fifteen years. Frizera et al. (2008) provide an overview of several important systems. A major line of development started with the Personal Adaptive Mobility Aid (PAM-AID), a walking aid system designed to prevent collisions and thereby reduce the number of falls as well as increase independence and activity of users with visual impairments. Several versions of the PAM-AID were developed, starting in 1998 (Lacey, et al. 1998, MacNamara and Lacey 1999). Rentschler et al. (2003) describe and evaluate the VA-PAMAID, a further development of the PAM-AID. It has electrical motors guiding the front wheels of the walker, and the direction of travel is determined from the direction of the handlebars, combined with obstacle information obtained from laser and ultrasonic sensors. A further developed version was later marketed under the name Guido (Rentschler 2008). Guido was withdrawn from the market in early 2002 but is still being developed and extended with functions such as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) (Lacey and Rodriguez-Losada 2008).

The main functionality of the walkers above is to avoid collision by detection and avoidance of obstacles. Several projects deal with other types of functionality. Wasson et al. (2001) describe a number of projects aiming at developing walkers with varying degrees of automation; walkers with warning systems, safety braking and path following. Glover et al. (2003) present a walker that can park and return to the user when signaled by remote control. The walker also supports navigation by providing simple directions to previously mapped target locations. Kulyukin et al. (2008) describe the iWalker, a device designed to support wayfinding in an intelligent environment equipped with embedded sensors. Avoiding advanced sensors mounted on the walker itself can reduce the total cost, especially if several walkers are used in the same environment.

The rollator ROAR described in this paper differs from the projects described above in several respects. First, control of direction of motion is performed by activating brakes instead of rotating the front castor wheels of the rollator - the method used in most similar work. Second, low-priced sensors are used. Detection of obstacles is performed by a number of simple infrared sensors instead of the commonly used laser scanner. For motion detection, a low-priced inertial measurement unit (IMU) is used instead of mechanical wheel encoders. Third, the implemented functionality is different and extended compared to earlier work, as described in detail in the next section.
3. Design

The ROAR rollator is a retrofit on a commercial four-wheeled rollator with two castor wheels in the front and two regular wheels in the rear (Figure 1). The added equipment comprises an embedded computer C, two electrically controlled brakes, and a series of sensors. The sensors are used to detect obstacles and direction of motion, and brakes are used to influence the direction of motion as described below.

Controlling driving direction

Propulsion and turning of the rollator is normally totally under the control of the user. The control program in C affects direction of motion indirectly by 1 second long activations of one of the brakes $B_L$ and $B_R$ mounted on the two the rear wheels $rw_L$ and $rw_R$. $B_L$ and $B_R$ are electromechanical solenoids that push a metal piston against the rubber part of the wheel in an on/off fashion. Activation of the brake on one side causes a turn in the same direction when and if the user proceeds by pushing the rollator forward. The front castor wheels $fw_L$ and $fw_R$ will then automatically turn, such that the motion of the rollator is changed in the desired direction, even when the brake is released. The brake power is adjusted such that the affected wheel rotates slower, rather than stops completely. The design principle is to assist the user by suggesting and initiate turns, rather than taking over control of the rollator. Furthermore, the control algorithm for activation of the brakes makes sure that the brakes are not activated too often, and also not for too short or too long periods. Also, activation of brakes is only allowed when the rollator is moving forward. These additional control rules contribute to a better user experience by minimizing the interference with the user’s normal operation of the rollator.

![Figure 1. Left and right view of rollator ROAR with retrofitted infrared sensors IR1–IR8, inertial measurement unit IMU, computer C and electrically controlled brakes BL and BR that are used for steering. The front wheels fwL and fwR are freely rotating castor wheels, while the rear wheels rwL and rwR are regular wheels that are affected by the brakes. Arrows indicate forward direction of motion.](image)

Detecting and avoiding objects and curbs

The ROAR rollator is equipped with a number of infrared (IR) sensors IR1–IR8 for detection of obstacles. Each IR sensor emits an infrared light beam, detects possible reflection, and estimates the distance to the object causing the reflection. The sensors are mounted at different positions and point in different directions, such that
obstacles can be detected with sufficient coverage and accuracy. IR1 and IR5 point downwards in front of the rollator and are primarily used to detect obstacles in that area. IR2, IR3, IR6 and IR7 point downwards to the sides, such that obstacles on the left and right hand side respectively are detected. IR4 and IR8 point straight to the sides to detect walls and other obstacles in that direction. The distance reported by each sensor is compared to the nominal distance determined from reflection against a surface (wall or floor). A shorter distance indicates presence of an obstacle such as a wall or piece of furniture. Negative obstacles such as curbs and holes in the ground cause the distance to be longer than normal and can be detected in a similar fashion.

The information from the sensors is used to control the brakes and thereby affect the direction of motion. A detected obstacle to the left causes activation of the right brake, causing the rollator to turn away from the obstacle if and when the user continues to push the rollator forward. Detection of an obstacle straight in front of the rollator will activate both brakes such that the rollator rather stops than turns.

**Detecting and correcting for drift**

Some cognitive or motoric disabilities, for instance caused by strokes, affect the motoric abilities asymmetrically for left and right side of the body. When trying to maneuver a rollator straight ahead, the result may then be a slow drift towards one side, sometimes resulting in collision with an obstacle (indoors) or driving off the pavement (outdoors). If a caregiver accompanies the user, the drift can be manually corrected for by repeated adjustments of the heading of the rollator. This is problematic for both the user of the rollator and the caregiver. We are currently equipping the ROAR rollator with an automatic function for this kind of heading adjustments. Three methods to estimate drift are being developed and will be compared. Method 1 and 2 estimates the turning radius of the rollator path to distinguish between controlled turns and unwanted drift. Straight motion corresponds to a very large turning radius (infinite in the case of a completely straight motion), and a controlled turn corresponds to a comparatively small turning radius. An estimated radius in between these two extremes indicates unwanted drift. Method 1 uses data from accelerometers and gyroscopes in the IMU unit (Figure 1) to estimate the radius, while Method 2 uses wheel encoders in combination with kinematic equations for the same thing. Method 3 uses the sideways mounted sensors IR4 and IR8 to estimate the distance to the walls on the side when using the rollator indoors in narrow corridors. A slowly decreasing distance indicates unwanted drift. With all three methods, unwanted drift is compensated for by activation of one of the brakes, such that the rollator turns back towards the wanted path.

**4. Discussion and results**

As opposed to many other proposed smart walkers, the ROAR rollator is not equipped with a laser scanner but rather with a number of low priced IR sensors for detection of obstacles. In addition to the lower sensor price, this type of sensors demands much less data processing power than does a laser scanner. This means that a cheap microcontroller can be used instead of a much more expensive embedded computer. Another advantage with IR sensors is that they can be mounted such that the sensed area is not confined to a 2D plane as in the case with a laser scanner. This leads to safer object detection. A drawback with IR sensors is that the data is not sufficient to construct a detailed map or model of the environment. However, rather than the common approach of relying on a map for obstacle
avoidance (e.g. Glover et al. 2003, Huang et al. 2005), the approach is inspired by reactive control, commonly used in other fields of robotics (Matarić 2007, pp. 162-166). To understand the general idea, consider a simplified rollator design with one sensor on each side, sensing the distance to objects near the rollator (Figure 3). IR sensor IR₁ is connected to the right wheel brake BR, and IR₅ is connected to left wheel brake BL. An obstacle sensed in front of the left side of the rollator reduces the distance reported by IR₁ below the nominal calibrated value, which causes BR to be activated. The rollator then turns away from the obstacle when being pushed forward. The brake will then be released and the rollator continues in the direction chosen by the user. This basic behavior resembles a Braitenberg vehicle often used as a source of inspiration in reactive robotics (Pfeifer and Scheier 2001, pp.181-195, Braitenberg 1984). We further develop this basic control principle by allowing several sensors on each side affecting the brakes such that all functionality can be implemented.

The used method of turning the rollator by means of the brakes has several advantages compared to the commonly used method of turning the front castor wheels by means of electrical motors. Both hardware cost and power consumption are typically lower. Furthermore, short activations of brakes is a more passive method than the commonly used method of turning the front wheels, and thus interferes less with the user’s control of the rollator. Another advantage is that activation of brakes informs the user, both by the sound from the brake and by the mechanical vibration transferred from the brake through the rollator frame to the handles. This alerts the user that an unwanted situation is about to happen, and contributes to manual correction of the direction of motion. A similar effect can be achieved by attaching small vibrating motors in the walker’s handles (Wasson et al. 2001).

![Figure 3. Simplified control mechanism for a rollator (top view). Red dotted lines indicate symbolic control lines from sensors to brakes. The obstacle sensed by IR₁ (measuring distance to reflection by the infrared ray shown as a dashed line) activates brake BR such that the rollator turns away (blue arrow) from the obstacle when being pushed forward.](image)

A consequence of using brakes to turn is that the amount of turning is up to the user to control. It is possible to estimate the actual turn by using data from the IMU or wheel encoders, and activate the brakes until the desired change of driving direction is achieved. However, this makes the rollator more active and harder to use. Therefore, the current approach is to activate the brakes for a constant preset time, regardless of how much the rollator actually turns as a result of the activation. The user controls the amount of turning since the brake only initiates a turn such the
Rollator starts moving in the desired direction. It is then up to the user to direct the rollator in the desired direction.

A prototype of ROAR has been developed. The basic functionality for obstacle detection and avoidance has been satisfactorily tested. Implementation of the described methods for drift detection is under way. The relatively low hardware cost, the indirect steering control by braking and the novel functionality for drift detection and correction has potential to enable lower end-user price, increased acceptability, and safer operation.
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